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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Ambipolar Plasmas and the Need for Studying Both Neutrals and Ions
A
MBIPOLAR plasma sources are used for plasma thrusters [1] , [2] , plasma cathodes [3] , [4] , plasma processing [5] , [6] , and basic plasma studies [7] , [8] . For plasma propulsion, ambipolar plasma sources with simplified design without magnetic field offer the feasibility of implementation of miniaturized dc and RF low-power (<100 W) plasma thrusters for small satellites. The common principle of all ambipolar plasma sources is that they generate weakly collisional plasma in a channel by either dc or RF discharge and produce nonequilibrium plasma flow through the opening of the channel. A detailed knowledge of velocity distribution functions (VDFs) for both ions and neutrals is critically important for characterization of the plasma flow and understanding of plasma kinetic processes.
Regarding ionized species, the velocity distribution is essential because it determines the stability of the plasma medium, e.g., in cases where strong anisotropy is induced by the application of a magnetic field which gives rise to several effects connected to the cyclotronic motion of the particles [9] . Besides, it has been mentioned in earlier works that the electric field topology can cause back flow of ions, affecting the lifetime of a thruster due to erosion processes. Beal et al. [10] studied the effects of clustering multiple Hall thrusters on plasma plume properties and it was shown that in the region between the thrusters, the plasma potential increases as a function of downstream distance and may result in reflection of some low-energy ions back toward the cluster. The features of such backscattering ions can be detected on the ion velocity distributions where they appear as a negative-velocity component. Furthermore, ion VDF is a key in the study of the divergence of the ion beam in thrusters. A large divergence leads to reduction in the thrust, and the magnetic field optimization is critical for divergence reduction [11] . The exploitation of additional effects, like highly supersonic ion beams generated by current-free double layers, can profit of ion VDF recording in ambipolar plasmas [12] . Parameters such as the spatially and time-dependent ion VDFs can directly impact the performance of plasma systems and yield insight into ionization mechanisms, electric potential formation and acceleration regions [13] .
In the case of neutrals, neutral dynamics could affect the shaping of ion VDFs, and thrust mechanisms could be reflected on neutral and ion VDFs. For instance, it has been reported that neutral depletion may occur in significant portions of a thruster plume and that a neutral ionization mechanism is active in the plasma flow traveling away from the exit plane. Electron impact ionization and/or ion-neutral collisions are the likely causes of the neutral depletion. Cold background gas diffuses into the ion beam over its length, acting to partially replenish what is lost. Conversion of fast ions to slower ions via ion-neutral collisions and subsequent acceleration in the local electric field may increase total plume 'momentum and registered thrust [14] . It has also been reported that creation of fast neutrals at walls has a direct impact on the Hall thruster discharge properties [15] . In addition, it has been shown that neutral flow mechanisms can play a very important role in controlling the location and properties of the plasma in a Hall thruster [16] .
The focus of this paper is thus on the validation of a quite simple experimental setup which leads to both ionic and atomic VDF determination at different operating conditions. 0093-3813 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
B. LIF Fundamentals and Line-Shaped Distortions
The setup refers to laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) technique with nonresonant signal detection. LIF presents a nonintrusive, species-specific, spatially resolved approach for obtaining VDFs based on the Doppler shift of given species. Briefly [17] - [19] : LIF operates on the principle that when a particle in the lower energy state absorbs a photon and rises up to higher energy state, it will deexcite and emit another photon. Excited particles will decay by collision, spontaneous emission, or stimulated emission. Particles that spontaneously emit photons at the same energy as the absorbed photons are said to undergo resonant emission. Particles that emit photons at energies different from that of the absorbed photons are said to undergo nonresonant emission. This spontaneous emission, called fluorescence, radiates isotropically away from the particle. To obtain the particle VDF via LIF, one takes advantage of the Doppler shift. For a particle traveling at nonrelativistic speed, the shift in the absorption frequency is proportional to the particle velocity component in the direction that the photon travels. This is described mathematically by the following equation [17] :
where v 0 stands for the photon frequency, v stands for the shift in photon frequency from the perspective of the particle, v is the particle velocity, c is the speed of light, and k is the photon wave vector. By varying the frequency of the incident photons and comparing the intensity of the collected fluorescence, one can obtain the particle VDF along the incident photon wave vector. Thus, velocity component distinction is also possible. Even though relative experimental setups are rather complex and delicate, especially when dye lasers are involved, the advanced specifications and the robustness of currently available diode laser sources (in terms of spectral linewidth, frequency and intensity noises, power, and possibility of stable and reliable optical fiber coupling) make it possible to engineer robust and user-friendly devices for both ion and neutral dynamic studies [20] . However, different physical mechanisms determine eventually the recorded line shape, i.e., the raw LIF spectrum, making thus the line shape to deviate from the particle VDF. Weak magnetic field effect (Zeeman splitting), electric field effect (Stark splitting), isotopic shifts (ISs), hyperfine structures (HFS), and natural (lifetime) broadening, which is due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, of the considered pumped transitions are potential distortion sources. For instance, many effects like charge exchange and partial ion acceleration show up as tails in ion VDFs. The accuracy with which the magnitude of these low-lying populations can be calculated is highly dependent on properly deconvolving out IS and HFS [17] . The potential involvement of the abovementioned effects in the results of this paper is discussed in Section III.
It is reminded that when the absorbing species velocity distribution is Maxwellian, the Doppler broadening results in a Gaussian line shape. Collisional interactions between the absorbers and other species in the plasma give rise to spectral line shapes that are Lorentzian. If both Doppler and collisional broadening are important and independent, the resulting line shape is a convolution of the Gaussian and Lorentzian line shape into a Voigt line shape [19] . Natural broadening also broadens an absorption line into a Lorentzian function [21] .
C. Representative Bibliography on LIF of Xe I and Xe II
Plasma propulsion, especially Hall thrusters, ion thrusters, and RF plasma thrusters, benefited a lot from the development of LIF techniques for measurements of mainly ion VDFs inside these thrusters and in the thruster plume [22] , [23] . Xenon gas is considered as the most typical propellant due to its favorable ionization properties (lowest ionization potential and largest cross section for ionization among other gas propellants) and high atomic mass which are needed for thrust production. Therefore, a majority of LIF studies in the field of plasma propulsion are focused on xenon plasma flow. Below, a literature indicative review of previous relevant works is briefly presented. First, works on Xe II are given in chronological order, and then works on Xe I and "Xe I and Xe II" are cited again in chronological order.
Manzella [24] interrogated the exhaust of a 1.5-kW stationary plasma thruster by LIF, using the 5d 4 [25] measured the ionized propellant velocities at 834.7 nm in the Stanford Linear Hall thruster, by employing a tunable diode laser similar to the one used in our work. In Gascon's [25] work, the absorption of the 834.687-nm Xe I transition was mentioned as well, but just as a stationary reference for measurement of the Doppler-shifted ionic transition. Neutrals were thus excited in a low-pressure Xe hollow cathode lamp, and their study in the thruster was not the object of that work. Smith et al. [26] presented results from the optogalvanic and LIF measurements of the nuclear-spin and isotopic structure of the 5d 2 On the other hand, less works have been devoted to the LIF study of either neutrals or both neutrals and singly ionized species. Cedolin et al. [32] performed LIF in the plume of a laboratory-model xenon Hall thruster based on the [15] studied the xenon atom flow in the cross-field discharge of a Hall thruster through two different electronic transitions, by using an amplified tunable single-mode external cavity laser diode operating in the near-infrared spectral domain. Xe I in the 6s [ [33] reported on the experimental determination of the hyperfine splitting of the Xe I lines at 828.01 and 834.68 nm, and the Xe II line at 834.72 nm. A tunable single-mode diode laser was used for Doppler-free spectroscopy. Dancheva et al. [20] performed near-exit nonresonant LIF in a Hall effect lowpower xenon thruster, and measured axial and radial velocity components exciting the 6s 2 II) . For this purpose, a diode laser system was built using two standard Fabry-Perot index-guided semiconductor chips, i.e., one for the Xe I transition and one for the Xe II excitation. Crofton et al. [14] measured the absolute spatially resolved neutral xenon density in the near-field plume of an operating Hall thruster (SPT-140). . ISs are not distinguishable on these conceptual energy diagrams, but they are taken into account in this paper (see Fig. 6 and discussion there). Two-photon (2 × 222.5 nm) laser absorption was used to excite ground state xenon atoms (5 p 6 1 S, J = 0) to upper state (6 p [1/2], J = 0), which fluoresced at relatively long wavelengths (6s [1/2], J = 1; 788.7 nm) as it transitioned quickly to other levels. An injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser generated 532-and 355-nm pulses. The 532-nm photons were used to pump a dye laser operating on Rhodamine dye at 597.3 nm. The 597-and 355-nm beams were mixed in a BBO crystal to generate 222.5-nm UV pulses. This paper was devoted only to neutrals, excluding ions. Fabris et al. [34] presented spatially and temporally resolved LIF measurements of Xe I and Xe II velocity distribution functions in a 400-W Hall thruster during breathing mode. For studying neutral dynamics, they applied a resonant LIF scheme using the Xe I 6s [ Xe II transition (834.72 nm) was pumped with a diode laser. The exciting laser beam was generated by a semiconductor-tapered amplifier seeded by a tunable external cavity diode laser through a polarizationmaintaining optical fiber.
D. Claims of This Paper
In this paper, the electronic transitions 6s 2 Table I provides related data used here and conceptual diagrams of the transitions are given in Fig. 1 . Table II summarizes the LIF features from the aforementioned representative excellent works in the same order as they are cited in the text. The only report where the present pumping wavelengths are both applied to plasma setups (not in lamps) is the one of reference [33] . But still, reference [33] deals with radio frequency inductively coupled plasma and focuses on the determination of hyperfine structure constants of some lines.
This paper refers to an ambipolar plasma flow in a CHT and examines the Xe I and Xe II line shapes under various operating conditions, i.e., different pressures, gas flow rates, and anode currents. Adjacent wavelength transitions by employing a simple tunable diode laser are pumped. It is thus demonstrated that it is possible to probe both Xe I and Xe II species with a simple LIF system and evaluate the correlation between neutral and ion dynamics. The Hall thruster simulation community is also interested in the behavior across a wide range of operating conditions, using experimental observations to validate and improve existing modeling capability [16] . Making certain assumptions or by properly deconvolving out line-shaped distortions, the LIF profiles can provide valuable information on physical mechanisms through VDFs. This option is presented comprehensively with respect to the present results. The experimental approach is presented in detail in Section II, and the results are given and discussed in Section III. Conclusions and prospective are drawn in Section IV. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The present experiments are performed at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) in a 2.6-cm CHT installed in a vacuum chamber of 0.1-μTorr base pressure. The concept for this thruster and its miniaturized design have been reported extensively elsewhere [35] - [37] . For the purpose of this paper, the thruster is operated without applied magnetic field and discharge individual parameters are mentioned in Section III. In this unusual operating regime, the ions are accelerated from the channel by ambipolar electric field rather than by the J × B force as for normal Hall thruster operation [38] , including CHT operation [1] . Here, the motivation is to explore the feasibility of diagnosing neutrals and ions in a low-power ambipolar plasma source under various conditions for miniaturized plasma propulsion, using LIF diagnostic with a single simple laser head. In the described experiments, the plasma in the CHT channel is produced by a low-pressure gas discharge between the anode and a thermionic hollow cathode. Like in normal Hall thruster operation, the anode serves as a gas distributor. A thermionic hollow cathode is placed outside the thruster channel as described in [39] . During the CHT operation as an ambipolar plasma source, the role of the hollow cathode is to maintain the discharge.
In separate sets of experiments, a comparable operation with a thermionic filament cathode was also tested [40] . However, the limited lifetime of a hot filament cathode (about 2-3 h) makes it generally inconvenient for longer duration thruster experiments [40] ; a single LIF scan lasts here typically between 5 and 25 min, depending on the signal-to-noise ratio and the resolution demanded.
The conceptual view of the LIF system built for this paper is depicted in Fig. 2(a) , while Fig. 2(b) depicts the region of measurements with respect to the CHT exit plane. The axis of measurements coincides with the thruster axis.
The laser beam is produced by a TLB-6917 Vortex II laser. It is a 60-mW external cavity diode laser based on Littman-Metcalf design. It has single-mode operation with narrow linewidth and precise wavelength tuning. The short-term linewidth is <300 kHz (over a 50-ms time interval), compared with typical line widths for Fabry-Perot diode lasers of 10-500 MHz. The lasing wavelength is controlled by driving a piezoelectric actuator to rotate the end mirror of the laser, using LabVIEW-based interface.
The beam is then split (BS1), and the sampled part is directed into the core of an optical fiber (using an LC-1 fiber-optic input coupler). The fiber is connected to a 621-A near-infrared response Bristol wavelength/power meter having continuous calibration due to a built-in stabilized single-frequency He-Ne laser (accuracy ±0.0002 nm at 1000 nm). The rest part of the beam is periodically deflected by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM; PbMoO4, 80 MHz, 1205C-3 Isomet) driven by a digital modulation RF driver (522C-2 Isomet) operating here at 1 kHz (FG). The deflected beam sees an iris, and the resulting chopped beam is sampled (BS2) by a photodiode (PD). This beam chopping is necessary in order to distinguish the fluorescence signal from the spontaneous plasma emission at the wavelengths of interest (see Fig. 2 
and next lines for how this distinction is achieved with the lock-in Amplifiers).
The beam pulses pass from a collimator and two mirrors (M1 and M2), and thus enter to the vacuum chamber.
Two dielectric turning prisms (M3 and M4, 750-1100 nm) are housed and aligned in aluminum tubes installed in the vacuum chamber, guiding the beam pulses to the center of the thruster channel coaxially [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The tube ends are closed by float glass windows (PG) protecting thus the prisms from any deposition due to chamber sputtering from energetic ions. A combination of planoconvex lenses (L3 and L4) and an iris is used to focus on different points on the laser axis due to the adjustable-length tubes between the prisms M5 and M6 (see below for their features), collecting thus the fluorescence signal from the corresponding irradiated plasma elementary volume. The rays of the collected photons are then collimated (L5) on a half-inch surface and transferred outside the vacuum chamber through two dielectric turning prisms (M5 and M6, 400-750 nm). Both prisms are protected similar to M3 and M4 above (PG).
The emission at 473.4 nm (Xe I) and 541.9 nm (Xe II) is extracted from the collected light with a 473/2 nm (Semrock) and a 540/10 nm (ThorLabs) bandpass filter (F), respectively, placed in front of the light detector (PMT; Hamamatsu H10425-01). Both the PMT (lock-in amplifier 2; SRS830 DSP) and PD (lock-in amplifier 1; SRS830 DSP) signals are locked-in to the reference frequency (FG; 1 kHz). Consequently, the fundamental component, due to laser beam chopping, of the LIF and PD signals are singled out. The PD signal monitoring is essential in order to ensure stable phase and amplitude of the laser chopped beam during LIF signal acquisition. Fig. 3 . LIF intensity at 473.415 nm (Xe I) emitted by neutrals excited at three different laser frequencies in the ambipolar plasma, versus the laser power density (laser beam diameter ∼2 mm). In any case, the optical geometry is fixed. Linear fittings to experimental data symbols are shown. When the laser intensity is sufficiently high to saturate a transition, the fluorescence excitation line shape is broader than the spectral line shape and the fluorescence intensity is less than it would be if it was linear with the laser intensity [18] . In our case, tests on the Xe I and Xe II transitions ensure that such line-shaped distortions are prevented, since a linear relation between the detected fluorescence intensity and the incident laser output power density is established (e.g., see Fig. 3 for the Xe I case).
Finally, a spectral calibration lamp of xenon (Newport 6033) is used in the place of the ambipolar discharge for testing the reliability of the LIF setup and calibrating it in terms of photon frequency. A typical pattern for this stationary absorption is shown in Fig. 4 , giving an expected symmetrical distribution around zero since atomic absorbers in the lamp should principally be subjected to thermal random motion. However, the profile deviates from a Gaussian one and a Voigt function gave the best numerical fit, possible due to collisional broadening. The fitting curve peaks at +0.054 GHz and thus laser detuning agrees with NIST data (Table I ) by this amount. The Xe II transition is not detectable in this lamp. Similarly, it has also been reported that the glow discharge in the tube used in [17] did not support a sufficient population of excited state ions and the use of this glow discharge tube was only possible for neutral xenon.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Normalized line shapes of Xe I and Xe II, under typical operating conditions, are given in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , respectively. Discrete features are observed on both raw spectra. These features are interpreted below in detail. The main claim of this paper refers to the possibility of parametric study of an ambipolar xenon plasma flow by means of a simple LIF scheme which probes both neutrals and ions under various operating conditions. The viability of the concept is demonstrated in this section by providing the corresponding line shapes. However, in order to further exploit the raw LIF signals, we discuss to what extend these line shapes are potentially distorted due to the mechanisms noted above and finally to what extent they represent VDFs of the probed species.
First of all, due to the absent of external magnetic field, Zeeman splitting may be ignored. Furthermore, the laser linewidth is typically 300 kHz. Thus, it is about 3-4 orders of magnitude lower than the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the recorded line shapes (∼0.5 GHz for Xe I and ∼1.8 GHz for Xe II, based on Fig. 5 ) and 2 orders of magnitude lower than the typical resolution applied here (∼65 MHz for Xe I and ∼75 MHz for Xe II, based on Fig. 5 ). Then, natural broadening for Xe I and Xe II lines is on the order of tens of MHz ( [41] and [17] , respectively), i.e., about 2 orders of magnitude lower than the FWHM of the present line shapes and marginally close to the applied resolution. It is hence fairly negligible. Regarding the pressure broadening, in plasmas with ions and electrons present in sufficiently high densities (say, at least 1% of the total density) the long-range Coulomb forces are dominant, and one is only concerned with Stark broadening [42] . But still, in a typical Hall thruster, the electric field is several orders of magnitude smaller than what is necessary to make the Stark effect noticeable [43] . Typical plasma density in a conventional Hall thruster is 10 11 -10 12 cm −3 [36] , whereas Stark broadening starts to become noteworthy for densities of orders of magnitude higher [42] . Moreover, the ignorable influence of the above effects is further confirmed here by integrating their impact on a total broadening of the order of 100 MHz and computing synthetic line shapes. Extracted VDFs remain practically unaffected. Hence, the remaining effects of HFS and IS should be the prominent potential distortion sources for the VDFs that correspond to the present registered line shapes.
Indeed, naturally occurring xenon is rich in both isotopes (nine of them are stable) and hyperfine structures. The hyperfine energy levels depend on the total angular momentum F of the atom: the sum of the total electron angular moment J and the nuclear-spin angular momentum I, i.e., F = J + I. The magnetic dipole and electric quadrapole moments of the nucleus are characterized by the hyperfine structure constants [44] , the knowledge of which is necessary for calculating the hyperfine energy shifts from the position of the energy for the unshifted level with angular momentum J [18] . The nine isotopes of xenon each have a slight difference in their electron transition energies due to their differences in mass [14] , [18] . Furthermore, five of them have high natural abundances between 8.9% and 26.4% [14] . Each of these isotopes causes a shift of the energy levels (isotopic splitting) involving a transition of a few tens of MHz [28] . Of the nine isotopes of xenon, seven have an even atomic mass. Thus, they have a nuclear spin I = 0 and do not contribute to the nuclearspin splitting. The remaining two ( 129 Xe and 131 Xe) are odd mass isotopes and are further spin split due to nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrapole moments [14] , [18] . Both ISs in the center of gravity of the transition frequency and hyperfine splitting for some of the isotopes contribute to line broadening; however, the hyperfine contribution typically dominates when present [14] . This nuclear-spin splitting is considerably larger (1 to 2 orders of magnitude [45] ) than the isotopic splitting and is responsible for most of the characteristics of the line shapes [28] . Typically, xenon HFSs have frequency shifts of 10-1000 MHz, which are comparable with the FWHM of the average VDFs in a Hall thruster and can hence add large distortions to the raw data [17] .
On the other hand, the LIF signal deconvolution for obtaining reliable VDFs is not straightforward due to the need of knowledge of the hyperfine structure shift energies and relative intensities. The Xe II transition at 834.7 nm has a total of nineteen isotopic and spin split components, but there are data only on the nuclear splitting constants of the upper state and no information is available on the transition-dependent isotope shifts [18] . The lower state hyperfine structure constants are unknown [17] , and the lack of published hyperfine structure constants for this transition has been mentioned [21] , although accurate estimation of some of them has been realized [33] . Instead, the hyperfine structure has been shown to be around 500 MHz wide in photon frequency space [17] and if the width of the LIF signal is much larger than the spread of the lines of the transition, then the LIF signal can be taken directly as the projected velocity distribution function [46] . On the top of that, previous work with the Xe II transition at 834.7 nm in Hall thruster discharges suggests that deconvolution from the LIF line shapes may not be necessary to resolve the ion VDF [47] . In any case, the most probable velocity is recovered simply from the location of the Doppler-shifted LIF signal peak [13] .
Regarding the Xe I transition at 834.682 nm, the HPS constants are well established [45] , [48] and since the Xe I LIF signals are narrower than the Xe II ones (Fig. 5) , hyperfine splitting becomes more critical for neutral VDF determination.
In this paper, a numerical code is developed in a multiparadigm numerical computing environment to take into account VDF distortions due to HPS and IS. The resultant centers and relative peak intensities of the line-shaped components are shown in Fig. 6 . For Xe I, the method explained in [45] is applied. Energy levels are from NIST atomic spectra database, while HPS constants, isotopic abundances, and shifts are from [45] . For the Xe II species, the same method as in [26] and [45] is used. Energy levels are from NIST, HPS constants from [33] , and isotopic abundances from [45] . In the absence of IS values for the transition 5d [4] 7/2 -6 p [3] 5/2 , the use of published data for the similar transition 5d 4 D 7/2 -6 p 4 P 5/2 (605.1 nm) has been suggested [24] and values from [49] are here adopted. It should, however, be emphasized that important discrepancies between available data are appeared even for this "known" transition (e.g., compare [26] and [49] ).
Then, since raw LIF signals correspond to the convolution of HPS/IS components with actual VDFs, a VDF could be extracted through deconvolution process. However, this treatment does not provide reliable results here, due to the amplification of the noise-to-signal ratio during numerical deconvolution. In its place, a comparable process for extracting VDFs is followed. After several numerical tests, it was found that it was not possible to fit the synthetic like shapes to the LIF signals along the entire detuning range with the use of a single Gaussian. The fit was poor and residual was reaching high values. Instead, velocity distributions appear to fairly approach bi-Gaussian functions which are numerically convolved with the components of Fig. 6 to provide synthetic line shapes. Three free parameters (i.e., FWHM, peak abscissa, and area under curve) for each Gaussian function are allowed varying independently and the optimum set of them is computed by means of trial-and-error method. Fig. 7 (a) compares the synthetic line shape with the raw LIF data of Fig. 5(a) and the corresponding Xe I VDF. Two neutral populations are present under the bi-Gaussian assumption. A "cold" one (0.46 GHz/420 K) which dominates and a "hot" one (0.8 GHz/1270 K) of lower density (ratio 4:1, respectively). The former has an axial velocity component +250 m·s −1 , and the latter has practically zeroed axial velocity component (essentially thermal).
The Xe II LIF signal of Fig. 5(b) is similarly treated, and the results are given in Fig. 7(b) . Evidently, Xe II VDF is bimodal. The existence of such VDFs has been previously established in helicon plasmas [28] and Hall effect thrusters [34] , [46] , whereas it is demonstrated here for an ambipolar discharge. The "slow" ion population has most probable axial velocity 370 m · s −1 and the "fast" one peaks at +1200 m · s −1 . Their density ratio is 1.3:1, respectively.
The Xe I "cold" population corresponds to atoms from the jet. The "hot" one may comprise atoms that are thermalized with the channel walls and anode (when we turn thruster off, we do see glowing anode) or gain energy through charge-exchange collisions with energetic ions. Although with the data of this paper, we can make only assumptions on the origin of this "hot" minor population, we have seen that it is not affected significantly by the background pressure, cathode gas flow or anode current variation. It is, however, quite dependent on the anode gas flow (results below). Furthermore, a part of the "cold" population has negative axial velocity component [7% in Fig. 7(a) ] which should originate in charge-exchange collisions [15] . With typical values of the mean free path of Xe I to be around 0.3 m at 300 K, 0.5 m at 500 K, and 1 m at 1000 K, for a background pressure of 100 μTorr [50] , the anticipated back flux should be very low, whereas in our experiments, the amount of negatively propagating neutrals is quite high. Thus, simple backscattering process is excluded as main reason for negative velocities of neutrals. This is further confirmed by Fig. 8(a) , since this negative-velocity part is nearly insensitive to pressure variation in a wide range, between 56 and 800 μTorr.
In the case of Xe II, the "slow" population also exhibits a negative-velocity part, i.e., 11% in Fig. 7(b) . This portion is comparable with the negative-velocity part of the "cold" neutrals. Other works have indeed confirmed that slow ions produced near the centerline in the vicinity of the exit plane are accelerated toward the source body with a negativevelocity [51] . The "fast" ions have only positive velocities. Many experimental tests were performed to insure that any negative component is not an artifact of our measurements. This component is due to ions propagating along the laser beam toward the anode of the ambipolar discharge. Anode floats below the plasma potential and so ions may be accelerated to the anode. In the concept of this paper, we cannot comment further on this topic and it remains a prospective, which requires spatially resolved measurements.
Hereafter, acquired line shapes of Xe I and Xe II species are exposed and commented, proving the sensitivity of the proposed LIF scheme to operating parameter variation for capturing both ion and neutral dynamics. All signals preserve the above discussed main structural features, whereas variations on the intensity, most probable velocity, and broadening are noticed. Thus, these distinguishable features are outlined from the LIF raw data and VDFs are extracted wherever further analysis is needed. Figs. 8-10 are concerned with the Xe I and Xe II line-shaped modification as a function of the background pressure, anode gas flow rate and anode current, respectively.
Neutrals are highly affected in density when the gas pressure increases by introducing gas through the anode [ Fig. 9(a) ]. Pressure variation over the same range by introducing gas from chamber top flange, affects slightly the neutral density [ Fig. 8(a) ]. At the same time, the "hot" population does not change proportionally and it is more affected by the anode gas flow variation [see Fig. 9 (a) versus Fig. 8(a) ]. Independently of the pressure and the anode gas flow, within the present operating conditions, the neutral most probable velocity varies in a narrow range (260 ± 30 m · s −1 ). Fig. 11 . Treatment of the line shapes of Figs. 9(a1)-(a3) and 10(b1)-(b3) for comparing the "slow" and "fast" population evolution during anode gas flow (a1)-(a3) and anode current (b1)-(b3) variation.
Gas pressure increase, especially through anode gas flow, has a dramatic influence on the ion LIF signal, on both "slow" and "fast" populations. In Fig. 8(b) , ion density decreases with pressure, but the portion between the two populations does not change significantly. In contrast, anode gas flow variation completely modifies the two ionic populations, with the "fast" one to dominate the "slow" as the gas flow rate increases. During flow rate variation, pressure changes too, but the pressure values are comparable to that of Fig. 8 . Thus, the anode gas flow role is quite isolated. Analytically, in Fig. 11(a1)-(a3) , the corresponding LIF signals are treated to extract VDFs and the relative density of both populations, integrated over the photon frequency domain, is given. The ratio "slow" to "fast" changes from 2.6 to 1.08 and last 0.41 as the anode gas flow rate varies from 1 to 3 and 9 sccm, respectively.
The last parameter being varied here is the anode current, by simply changing the current limit of the power supply. Interestingly, anode current affects the "cold" (mainly) neutral density and at the value of 1.2-A neutral depletion at the point of measurements seems to take place possibly due to ion formation increase. Fig. 10 (b) presents this increase of the ion LIF signal, while Fig. 11(b1) -(b3) distinguishes the evolution of both ionic populations versus the anode current.
Both population density increases. However, under the assumption of bi-Gaussian VDFs, the ratio "slow"-to-"fast" population begins with a value of 1.07, it passes from a minimum of 0.77 at 0.793 A and it gets eventually the value 1.48. Simultaneously, Xe I "cold" population relative density passes from a maximum at 0.793 A, as Fig. 10(a) depicts. Once could propose that "slow" ions dominate at the expense of "cold" neutrals and vice versa.
IV. CONCLUSION
A single tunable diode laser was employed for pumping the xenon transitions 6s 2 in an ambipolar plasma flow, by means of laser-induced nonresonant fluorescence. The ambipolar plasma source was a CHT operating without supplying the coils of the magnetic field, in the concept of simplified designs for low-power thrusters. The LIF scheme was tested, and it was shown that the fluorescence signal from the relaxation of both transitions was readily detectable with adequate resolution. Line shapes of neutrals and singleionized species were recorded under various operating conditions. Velocity distribution functions were extracted from the experimental line shapes. Bi-Gaussian distribution assumption, both for neutrals and ions, gave acceptable agreement between experimentally determined and synthetic line shapes. Neutral and ion velocity distribution functions were found to be affected by the anode gas flow and current, and less by the background pressure. The bulk neutrals showed temperature around 400 K and axial velocity about 250 m · s −1 . Ions were accelerated up to about 1500 m · s −1 . Correlations between neutrals and ions during the variation of anode-related parameters, demonstrated the need for studying both neutral and charged xenon species for probing discharge dynamics. The present initial tests of our LIF scheme and the development of the numerical code for taking into account hyperfine structure and IS components will allow future targeted studies. For instance, spatially resolved measurements will potentially allow the determination of the origin of each population, including any negative-velocity component.
